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DNA protein Ø
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Protein production directly out of gene

birth and death process - Markov jump process



f(n,t)  - probability that there are n protein molecules
in the cell at time t

Master equation

stationary probability distribution



from the equation for n=0 we get

from the equation for n=1 we get

for an arbitrary n we have

we get

and finally we get the stationary probability distribution

we say that the dynamics satisfies detailed balance conditions



Self-repressing gen





Master equation

probability that there are n protein molecules in the cell
and gen is respectively at state 0 or 1 at time t 





In the stationary state we obtain a system of algebraic equations for moments

The above system is not closed, equations for lower moments involve higher moments

How to close it ?



Self-consistent mean-field approximation

We use generating function approach and obtain a closed system of equations



We obtained formulas
for expected values and variance of n

Bulletin of Mathematical Biology 2013, JM and Paulina Szymańska

Fano Factor =  variance/expected value as a function of



Fast switching gene
adiabatic limit

We assume

and we solve the system of equations



Alternatively

In the adiabatic limit, for every given number of molecules n, 
the gene is in the equilibrium and we may write

We construct the following birth and death process

We recovered detailed balance and so we can write a formula for stationary state



Singular perturbations
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In general,  we consider a Markov jump process
with intensities of jumps k(x,y) for any two discrete states x ≠ y

We start with a process which satisfies detailed balance conditions

For example, if

then the stationary state is given by  

Then we add an extra flux f(x,y) = - f(y,x) of energy in the transition x � y
which cannot be written as the difference V(x) – V(y) for some potential V

We set



Time delays in production

Differential equation in adiabatic limit

Stochastic model



small time delays

Expected value increases with time delay
Variance decreases with time delay



thank you for attention

more on

www.mimuw.edu.pl/~miekisz


